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12/17/15

Messages From The Council Of Nine And The 11-Dimensional Beings
2015-2017

Here is the message that I was given from the Council of 9 and The Galactic Federation:
"We are officially starting disclosure"
Must start now. You will see so much changes. Be ready with a smile - here we come.
Disclosure starts - be ready for the battle to freedom humanity and absolute awakening.
Yes... The battle is various potential connections of actions that are carried out to
activate the basic needs so humanity can start their freedom. Morduk is not there
anymore but the throne is. So proclaim what is rightfully yours. We will start massive
sightings on the portals. Do not trust anything on the news.
The throne was meant for humanity and not for consciousness that is manipulating."
Here is another one from the Council of 9:
"Hello my dear friends. I know that right now we have a lot of challenges to overcome.
So this was given from the Council of 9 to help us through the process:
" As you expand your multi-dimensional understanding so is your personal holographic
expression and the people that are able to exist on it. They have to match the same
energetic Hz and consciousness. If that is out of balance then it is eventually in a
different parallel reality than yours. This is part of the process of Ascension. Please do
not stop to be good and to have expressions of positive self-awareness. That is what will
keep you In balance. So consider this situation of a higher understanding that you are
expanding and this way if you keep your thoughts and emotional Hz to positive you will
create a new reality that you will meet the person that is great for you. So look at it as
an opportunity of a new beginning. Put emotions of excitement and you will see how a
new pure true love and friendships will come.”
Love you.
Council of 9. Hope that helps to all.
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2/1/16

Marina Jacobi - New message from Earth Mother

Last night for the first time I was connected telepathically to Earth Mother after I
watched the documentary called: Grounded. First I would like to explain to you that the
Earth frequency is called Schumann resonance and is 7.83 HZ. But now because the
planet Earth is moving to a new dimension of 5D structure her frequency is constantly
increasing. That is why Earth Mother has a new message for all of us.
And this is the message from her:
“Earth Flame is here. You Marina stop this and look at me. I am Earth Mother. I wish
to ask you to start my signal from 8.78 HZ to 9.78 HZ now. In the movie they were
talking about earthing and grounding. Yes is true, I heal. But I need you all to heal me
and be one with me. So please all of you meditate for me. I am increasing my structure,
my energy, and in order for all of you as a whole to come with me in the New Earth you
must increase your frequency HZ. Together as one unit we will build the New Earth. I
love all of you. All humans without exception. Even the ones that poison me and hurt
me every day. So know that I am now exhilarating tremendous power tone within me.
I wish you safe transition. Who ever matches my new frequency HZ you will always
find the ground safe, the water clear, the sky's blue and your sun bright, and the crispy
structured air so you can feel your soul one with me. This way my flame is in all of you.
And what is my Flame? My Flame is the new Structure of energy that is all of you as
one consciousness with me. Let's build it together NOW. I ask you to reconsider your
thoughts to no judgement to the ones that are minions to me and you. Instead I ask you
to forgive them. Because they are your biggest teachers. So dear ones, pray for me for
the new beginning ,now, when we are all one.
Mother Earth
For more information please find me at www.marinajacobi.com I love you all.
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4/13/16

Marina Jacobi- Council of Nine Republic of America 4/13/16

My dear friends this is the message I received today about the Ascension of our Planet
Earth.
-Republic of America
-New Government
-New monetary distributing system
-New school ecological city systems
-Nano material will be implemented into the upcoming technologies
-Structural teleportation centers will be open for the public domain
-Dollars no more but absolute abundance of distributing systems of exchange. The
dollar will loose its value because you have everything you need, home ,car, food
-Society will reach the level of understanding for unity and no greed and will
ecologically help the Planet Earth.
-New Eco systems will be built after the collapse of the old system
-The collapse will be perceived differently for each individual accordingly to their own
structure.
-Now you all are dreaming the ascension but you already made it. You can not receive
this message if you do not resonate in the same structure. So all of you it is time to
wake up NOW.
-Collective consciousness is now ready for the new beginning. Stay tuned. Now that
you are here with us already dream big, good and be steady with your believe systems to
hold the vibration. Stay on the momentum with all you got of Love and acceptance. See
through the manipulation and know that this is now your reality. So make your own
reality of Ascension. Imagine it ,see it, feel it with happiness of joy ecstatic feeling of
overwhelming love to all creation.
My dear friend, if you would like to know more about advance Extra Terrestrial
Technologies of my channeled book given to me from the Pleiadians, please go to
www.marinajacobi.com
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Marina Jacobi- Good News
Urgent Message To Earth From 9 And 11-Dimensional Beings

Dear Marina, The Council of Nine gave us permission to engage 1st contact with you.
We Arrived. Space craft is right above your area. We are a higher collective of 9 and
11 dimensional beings. Our message to humanity will be broadcasted world wide torus
energetic field. We're a cluster of several galactic federations. Benevolent corporation
located in the Vega sequence out of your solar system. Our frequency is not visible to
the naked human eye until your frequency increase more than 300,000 Schumann
resonance. Benevolent we are. Watching all humans what we do. Absolute
intervention for humanity from all Extra-terrestrials and the Higher Order. The ones that
are disturbing the levels for ascension will be personally extracted from the reality.
We repeat: The intervention is ordered and is in motion as we speak. From now on you
will see new realities. Have no fear any more. We are all here and the genocide of
collecting the lost souls is competed. Do not allow in your belief system that they are
still here because you will infuse the reality with that. Know that the 5 Dimensional
reality is now. So you can help to be manifested in the structure of human collective
now.
Warning: Disengage your minds from any negative messages - NOW. Do not watch
TV. This is the Negative program that was created to keep you locked in the lower
vibrational sequence reality. Space Crafts now exist in any level of the grid. The Grids
are working in full capacity. Know that your DNA RNA is changing by the minute. So
relax and say: We are ready to change with our new reality that is for the benefit of the
collective universe. We are one with all the life force. Humanity is ready Now.
The Space Crafts are activated now and broadcasting all the power of the new frequency
to every soul. We are contributing this to all the levels of your holograms. Consider
this the biggest intervention to humanity. We are giving you a clean slate.
Create now all the beauty, all the life with all the galactics. We are your family.
Humans congratulations. Welcome home. We are here.
End of transmission. Love you all. Marina Jacobi
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July 4/16

Marina Jacobi/ Good News New Message To Earth July/4/2016

My dear friends this is the New message I received on July 4th 2016 from the 11th
Dimensional beings.
“We are here to assure you that in the planet Earth hierarchy is not to be allowed
anymore. The collective consciousness of your human emotions has spoken for absolute
freedom. So we as a higher liberator world are promising you to fulfill the codes of the
new massive beginning to Solorium. Know that all hierarchy was recalled in one
momentum of reality where they will recall and reflect their own doing. The Source is
now telling them to pay and recharge for all they did. Your perceptions of realities as
humans are different now. Know that we are helping you at every possible way.
First you have to understand that your physical mind is a bit lacking of understanding,
but your higher selfs are completely aware of all that is happening now. And you as a
species called for a new beginning. Your collective mind of higher consciousness has
spoken for freedom. We are here. We are helping you. We must tell you that when you
implement freedom in your doing, know that that reality manifest in your holographic
expressions; crystallizes and multiplies by the power of your collective. Do not engage
in negative systems. Must do steady positive implementation of your mind and feelings
at all time. Rebuild your truth now. Do not allow anyone to control and tell you what to
be and believe. Be true to yourself. The heart is your true soul consciousness. Listen to
it. It is truly you.
How we can help is by giving you a clean vibrational grid. This grid is very
fundamental because it has been the true vibration to hold you in the 3 Dimensional
reality. That grid was compromised and we had to rebuild it, stabilize it, and
collectively ask your permission to increase the sequence so your souls and minds
recollect; rebuild in one unit to the new 5 dimensional grid in full source power. The
grid was the only thing that was stopping you in the final stages of ascension.
Well it is all new now. Enjoy your freedom. Make your world as your true heart desires
and know that soon you will all be intergalactic beings connecting with your soul
families. The realities are splitting up. One Earth Ascension to 5 Dimensional
sequence, one to soul intergalactic UFO extra-dimensional family Ascension sequence.
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It is fundamental to take the body and mind in one unit, because in order to have a
personal contact you must increase your energetic field frequency to be close to ours
without our help. Know that it is different for each individual.
We are all pleased to tell you that your children are ready for us.
The new energetic force are in their DNA RNA sequence. All the new souls entered the
new structures of the Earth form at different portals of energetic field. We can not
predict the exact outcome of all the deeds you do. But we can tell you that if you
believe in yourself and give all you have for the benefit of the collective with no greed
but love, we must tell you that your future of all of you is complete bliss of love and
rightfulness. Here we are.
Now the next couple of years are a bit shaky, but when one system collapses the new
one will emerge. Know that that is now completely done. So have no fear when you see
changes of collapsing systems. It is all part of the process. You can not build new
systems from the foundation of the old ones. When something collapses have no fear.
We ask you to be steady and hold your frequency of love and please do not forget that
we are here to support you in the process. End of transmission."
Love you all.
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7/24/16

Marina Jacobi-Good News 11-Dimensional Beings Manifestation

My dear friends, today I received another good news for the 11 Dimensional beings.
They drew a picture of 200.000 HZ then a Space craft and then the planet Earth
underneath the Space Craft. Marina we are the 11 Dimensional beings. Please announce
our appearance. Do not increase the expressions of the beings of the planet that are not
ready. We are penetrating every structure that is ready for a visual physical contact. We
will not engage with consciousness that is at service only to themselves. Marduk is the
throne that is already occupied by the higher order and the benevolent beings from
Earth. Know that the New systems are already in place to replace the old corrupted
ones. The ground crew is ready for statement. Be careful of the media. Do not engage
on negative hologram that are daily projected to you.
Stay only on the positive emotions and engage only in the positive. The Extraterrestrials and Us elaborate all the time with the Grid systems. The Grids are working
on full capacity. Stop NOW all the negative input of systems that talk negative.
Remember,... Who is the Creator?... It is you. You are the creator!!! So know that only
you can decide what to see and experience in your reality. Do not allow yourself to be
manipulated. If there is negative talk let it be in that persons reality. Do not judge them.
Everyone has a right to create and believe what ever they wish. But why not create
Beauty of Unity and Intergalactic Civilization?...
So if you wish engage it , see it , feel it. See us with you. We are your family. It is time
to wake up humans. We are You. Don't you see? We are You!!! One consciousness,
one unity, one particle, The consciousness itself. There was never separation. So please
see yourself in us. Come home. We are here. Infuse the reality with us. The Grids are
working in full capacity with out blockage and it will allow you to increase that
probability, crystallize and manifest that reality for you. So now see us... Now. We
love you. Hologram is now with us. Collaborate with us. New government soon. New
systems. We are helping you. We see how much you wish that. So take action. We are
here. Ask for contact now. We are the 11 Dimensional Beings Benevolent Vega
consciousness. Solarium..... meditate now...Please focus now...imagine it and feel the
love now...
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Contact is now.... Rebuild the reality now....Be ready now...Here we are... Do you see us
now?...... Increase the momentum now..... Put your mind and feelings of love in one
momentum with us now..... 1.1........1.1.....Zeon 0 point. Rebuild now....Stay with the
feelings of love hold us in your image.... Hold......Stay with us and increase the feeling
of love now....more...and more...hold....hold us in your mind with
love....1.1......1.1.....WE are you. End of transmission.
You just increased your reality hologram with us. If you think of us so we do exist.
Bring us to reality now by knowing that we are here with you now.
We are the 11 Dimensional Beings.
Love to all. More to come.
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9/4/16

Marina Jacobi - Good News
For The Light Workers From 11-Dimensional Beings

“You will have a new government within 2 years from now. We would like to express
to all the units that are legions of light that are working on the segments of the New
World: Know that we are watching you very closely. Do not stop - multi-task for all the
work you agreed upon. There is a battle on the soul level. We extracted the Sirophine
negative souls. They can not be in the new grids. The new grids are completely
dissolving there negative deeds. The new grids absolutely contradict with there
negative energy.
So for those that are still confused we promise you that there is still time to redeem
yourselves. We will forgive and forbid anyone to mentally and physically stop your
process to come to the light. If you do come to the light know that we will give you
extra dimensional timeline which is between then the ascension process so you can
redeem, help and regenerate. That will be our present to you. Hologram will be
extracted and a new one will be implemented into your consciousness. So you must
know that all is forgiven. We are here. Come to the light now and rebuild your new
world for the whole of humanity.
The new 5 dimensional name of the earth that she chose is ARIA.
We are the 11 Dimensional Beings. We are here to help you. Stay tuned more is to
come.
New monetary systems within 2 time structures. The ones that will see this beautiful
reality are the ones that are matching energetically to the timeline energy sequence. It is
here. Tune in - know that the new system and government is here.
End of transmission.
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9/20/16

Marina Jacobi New Info 11-Dimensional Beings
No More Manipulation

"We are the 11 Dimensional beings. We can not interfere with the New Grid. Now is
the time for all of you to shift your consciousness. The new grid accepts you now.
From tomorrow: September 21st , will be implemented the new beginning. Stop now all
your doings and tune into the new grid with positive outcome. The regulatory systems
work with full capacity. No one can take you out to the new hologram if you yourself
do not allow them to. Do not drop your positive consciousness no matter what you see
is happening from tomorrow.
Warning... The collapse is near. So withhold your highest thoughts and doings now. Do
not trust any negative postings. Stay on your high alert for that. If you are challenged
now that is part of the cleansing process. So except the hologram and continue to
behave and think positive. Control was given to the higher order now. Let us remind all
of humanity. No matter what someone is trying to do from the negative groups, know
that they will not - and we repeat, They will not be allow to continue. We will stop it
now. So stop this silly game and come to the light. We know who you are. We will
help you regain your true essence again. Must follow the light. To all humans we will
interact in the physical with some of you into your astral consciousness. We will
connect you in one unit so the collective of your planet is strong. No more
manipulation. We oppose manipulation. Stop now. Must declare war they say. And we
the higher order of the collective consciousness say NO MORE GAMES. We will
actively stop you in every corner. So dear humans know that even when you see
changes we will help you every step of the way. More is to come from us. Stay
positive. WE love you. Do good deeds. Humanity needs the love frequency and the
compassion. That is what will save you. Tune in the 5 Dimensional frequency now
with love. We will stop all negative inputs. Stop. Stop. Stop. Solarium. Stay with us
now. We can do miracles for you. Be strong. The battle is not out side of you but is
inside of you. So stop listening to the lies. See and feel your heart. This is your true
essence.
Attention, Attention, Attention. The start of the new beginning is happening. Good will
and deed to all. We are the 11 dimensional beings. Our words are law. Do not interfere
with the Ascension of humanity. We are watching you and stop now. We know who
you are. Come to the light now.” End of transmission.
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10/1/16

Marina Jacobi- 11 Dimensional Beings And
New Earth Aria Message To The Light Workers And Humanity

" We are the 11 Dimensional Beings. All the level of interaction are completed in the
quantum structure of realities to integrate the new energetic frequencies. So humans, as
we told you that the new beginning is already here we are not manipulating you. You
can except the force of frequencies and consciously integrate them in your new core
silica crystalline systems. Collaboration is needed from you to be able to compete that.
Ze.on.
Now as we mention that we will stop all the negative masses of energetic force to come
to your reality we must say that we succeed it. From now you will see massive increases
of different situations like politics, disasters and earthquakes. But remember that you
will experience that accordingly to your vibration. But all of that is really small of what
is truly coming. Goodness is coming. You will all see us in the flesh for your first
physical contact. Everyone that is vibrating on that reality frequency will experience a
massive wake up call and a new energetic force into their consciousness. If there is an
earthquake know that you will be saved from it or simply hear that it happened
somewhere else. If there is a massive global monetary collapse know that you will have
everything you need and that is simply part of the process. That is because you are
officially vibrating on Fifth Dimensional structure energetic force. And if you match
that force you will have very smooth transition. Do not take the changes as negative.
Accept the situations that are part of the cleansing of Mother Earth Aria and move on by
withholding at all times your positive thoughts, deeds ,and energy feelings. That is the
secret. Infuse the positive believe systems within you. Happiness ahead.
We are the 11 Dimensional beings so... to you light workers... We urge you to be more
giving through the light of simply giving. Do not make a business of what is given
freely to you from us. We are here to tell you that you will all receive what you made
yourself to be. It is all about matching the energy. So if you wish to see all abundance,
you must give all abundance with no expectations. We do not wish to work with the
ones that are profiting on the back of humanities pain. Must make a serious note of that.
The abundance comes from within, by you being the abundance. We oppose selfindulgence on people suffering. Don't you understand that the Universe will mimic
exactly what you are vibrating on. It is a simple quantum law.
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For the ones that are helping only through their hearts know that we see who you are and
your riches will come accordingly on your own doing. We promises you that soon all
humanity will have abundance in your reality. Particularly the ones that are vibrating on
galactic family connection reality. We understand that not all of you will see that
reality, but it was pre-determined. We need the stronger ones on our levels to come and
assist you as human forms with glimpse and connection with us. So you can be
enlightened and helped through the process of Ascension. The suffering from our
humans we know was tremendous, otherwise how will we have known what is needed.
So you think you are suffering, but think how some of us at our levels are suffering
when you know the knowledge. We had to be for a long time quite and the activation
happened in a certain momentum. It is like a switch to turn it on. So we are asking you
to follow our knowledge, because all we ask you to do is give and love without
expectations.
Be the love feel it and connect with the source with that.
Instructions will be given to the galactic humans. Pretty soon you will be called for
physical contact. You will see people coming and claiming that they always had
physical contact. The ones that are true will be absolutely aware when the true proof
from us will be given to the entire humanity. That is how we will show you who are the
ones that are truly with us. We promise you that proof will be given so that you are
never manipulated again from the ones that are lucrative and constantly taking from
people. Know that slowly all that fame will be taken from them. The ones that you will
see among us are the ones that have completed their task and are the true servants of
humanity. In order to achieve that you have to match our frequency and consciousness.
The true knowledge is by giving out of your heart without conditioning. So be light and
love and abundance, and be the example to live by. So you know that you are the
creator. We wish to say to you all that we are most pleased with you all. We know that a
lot of you are confused right now. But patience is a virtue of your soul. Hold the
vibration and be love. That is all we ask of you. We are here and we are You.
We are the 11 Dimensional Beings. New government, new monetary systems, new
cities. The city of light is emerging to the people that were activated in the DNA RNA
for it. The global monetary collapse will be replaced with abundance. We are here to
assist you. Stay positive, we can help you.
Our humans will soon have a physical contact with there star family and we will make
sure that you all know who they are. Massive applause to them. We see the reality. We
see your liberation and joy.
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Hello, I am Aria. The new Fifth Dimensional Earth. I, Aria, will extract all the negative
forces out of my being. I promise to all of you that if you vibrate on my frequency you
will always be protected with solid ground, clean water, and riches of food. I Aria will
sabotage all negative input in my veins. So the gas stays in my body to lubricate the
shifting of the platonic plates for a smooth transition. I Aria feel pity for the ones that
poison me and lied to humanity of how much damage they did to me. So all will be
exposed.
You drill me and I will be the mercenary and I will send you to the core of my being so
you can see what you did to me. So you can regenerate your soul by seeing my pain. I
Aria will show mercy to every creature of animals and new species that will come from
above. I will except all the new intergalactic families to come into my grounds. So we
are entering together the new interstellar era. I Aria am one with you. Be love. Be
given to me and I will help you to go safely though the new beginning.”
End of transmission.
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10/29/16

New Predictions / Scientists

Marina Jacobi - NEW PREDICTIONS
Dear friend, this message came at once to me collectively from the Council of Nine, 11
Dimensional beings and the Galactic Federation. Future predictions in the Ascension
timeline.
“Marina - we come to you collectively to tell you what is coming so humanity to move
forward.”
2017- Election with new government.
2018- New systems implemented into the human energetic force.
2019- Extra-Terrestrial contact summit. Also UFO Reptilian benevolent contact
summit.
2019- Rug rats are exposed and imprisonment towards humanity wrongdoing. All will
be forgiven and transformed . Restored.
2020- Is the Slideran storms of the century that will be stopped from us.
2021- New technology revealed from us to humanity. Everyone will know; not only
certain individuals because it is time to stop the ego structure. The right scientists will
appear assorted by us energetically to perfect the technology and the new technological
era starts. FREE ENERGY to everyone's home. Let us just say that we will be very
selective of the scientists, and let us just say that right now is the testing ground of which
one of the scientists will work with us. Do not be dazzled by money and popularity.
Your popularity will not be the criteria for us. You have no right to withhold technology
for self benefits, and you have no right to decide for the entire humanity which
technology will be revealed. This is unity time. That is why a new better form of
technology will be revealed in order to unite all of you scientifically. And not only
certain individuals that are afraid that their ideas will not be credit and self-profiteering.
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So stop this nonsense and start sharing your ideas and work in unity, and not only for
your own benefit. We know who you are. You must understand that all of you are here
to work together and unite. Do not separate.
2012 was the threshold, but 2021 is the new technology threshold. Trust us when we tell
you that we are all watching you. And we know who is trying to profit, and who is
benefiting only for themselves. Understand that the monetary system is an illusion. It
will not be needed within five years from the moment of the revealing of the new
technology from us. And that will be massive contact. Not only one or two. There is
always a back-up plan because some of you choose to come and help humanity but fall
into the manipulation. You may be a brilliant scientist but that does not make you good
in your heart if your deeds come from ego competition and self-indulgence. We
strongly address this to all the scientists because we see what is happening.
What we will give you , will be unity so all of your scientists can work together as one
and no more profiteering. The scientists that will work with us are the ones that are truly
self-loving and giving all for humanity through the purity of their hearts. Let that be
your warning. No monetary systems. We are the Council of Nine the 11 Dimensional
beings and the Galactic Federation. Signals are coming from all directions. Let that be
your last warning. We hope that you choose your way and come to one unit.”
End of transmission.
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11/22/16

11 Dimensional Beings/ Sovereignty Is The Republic

“We are the 11 Dimensional beings. Sovereignty is the Republic. We can expand the
levels of your holograms. The ones that distribute the most out of their hearts will soon
be contacted in person. Correction, right now, it is in your soul frequency so you can
match the vibrational sequences of us. The liberation of your planet is coming soon. All
the madness is coming to an End. We will help you in any path of your war to freedom.
Do not be afraid of the bullying of standing rock. It is ending soon. We know the
outcome and let us do our job. The rebels of the negative side are running for the hills.
What you see on the news is absolute manipulation of the real truth. Understand that the
negative side is crumbling to the end. They do not rule you any longer. The news is just
an upfront - what is really happening behind the scenes is completely different. They
are no longer in power. We know that all you see is destruction but it is all for the
better so that the ones that are still asleep can wake up. BURDORF is the name that we
will give you. This is a new sequence. When you hear or read the name your sequence
of your consciousness will ignite a spark to activate the new 5 Dimensional timeline.
Remember words have HZ sound geometry hologram. BURDORF you are all activated
now. WAKE UP. We are here. Liberate yourselves . Be love. Be sovereignty
Republic. You are the one that can choose your freedom not the ones that have nothing
left of their souls. These souls that failed will go back to beginning of source to rebuild
and regenerate from the smallest particles. So, all that negativity that they did will
rebuild and go back to the pure essence of love sequence. Zeon. Sovereignty. This is
the new way. We can restructure your cities, and your modern cars with implementation
of free energy. We will help you build your ships and show you the way to a new
beginning of intergalactic family.
Don't you know? We Are You. So take what is rightfully yours. Mold it into your
higher being, and see and build your new life. We are here to help you. Do not have
fear. It is all an illusion. We are not governing your thoughts. We do not control you.
Because we are simply - You. You are another holographic expression of ourself. So
we are one. The correction is done. Sequences are implemented. Be love . Zeon. We
are the 11 Dimensional beings.”
End of transmission.
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1/19/17

Marina Jacobi - New Info From 11 Dimensional Beings

Marina Jacobi - Integration of the ET energies in your body's.
Day 1
Dear family, we are the 11 Dimensional Beings. In the next 20 days we will give you
messages every day. First we can not stop the levels of frequencies that are integrating
in your systems because it is coming from the central sun, and the higher order of
consciousness is also involved. This momentum was predetermined from many
millenniums ago. For some to think that they can manipulate the outcome for the
freedom of humanity is really silly. You can no longer enslave humanity. It will not be
allowed any longer to manipulate humanity no matter how hard certain groups are trying
to do so. So please stop now. We promise you that you will find yourself in very
difficult situations. To you Humans the new frequency HZ is infusing your potential to
connect the variables of your systems in molecular structure with all the new relativities
of the quantum fields. This was necessary because you can not increase your
frequencies yourselves. It was to much suppression and manipulation from certain dark
entities in your planet. Now we know that you see so many changes but we want to tell
you that it is all an illusion. You already know the outcome. Your freedom is in your
heart being energy. It is in your freedom, and your liberty of sovereignty.
Collective modules are also implemented in your daily lives, but this is mostly done
from your galactic families. Each one of you is constantly connected with your galactic
families. Right now, all the systems are being activated energetically and that will
change your genetic pre-disposition. Once the energetic genome is activated, and
permanently establish in your body systems, then you will start having different
experiences. This experience could be lucid dreams , or a glimpse of knowing that the
person that you are talking to has ET consciousness attached for a brief moment through
permission with the individual you are looking at, at that moment. This is done so you
slowly are able to withhold the energetic HZ imprint from the Extra-Terrestrial galactic
family in your conscious energetic systems. The systems must be activated one by one
until they work in absolute unity synchronization.
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From now on all of you will have memory experience of some Extra-Terrestrial
integration. Attention to all humans. We already did all the integration in your body.
Ha Ha ha. Surprise. You are already activated. Time is an illusion. Shift now to the
momentum and know that you are integrated. This is our present from us to you.
Right now you just need to withhold the memory and recall that emotional frequency
then look at the image and hold it. And we promise you that your higher self knows the
system. All that you need to know at this moment will be in your memory bank. So
enjoy your exploration. We see you all. Till next time.”
End of transmission.
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1/20/17

New Beginning Timeline / 11 Dimensional Beings

Day 2
“Hello to everyone again. This is the second day of the 20 days that we going to post
messages. We must say that philanthropy was done today from many many sources of
the blue race, and the intergalactic collective. You are one with us. Please know that we
collectively distributed your riches today. We watched over you for all of you to come
to fruition. Now the new beginning starts at this historic day January 20th, 2017 when
you as a collective have chosen the positive outcome. Know that we are happy to tell
you that from this day forward the new integration of positive timelines will occur. The
members of your government are carefully watched. Know that all of them are precisely
where they need to be.
However, it is their choice how to serve you. Remember they are there to serve and not
to enslave you. Control of humanity is not necessary when the collective is awaken. All
your choices will be and are for the benefit of humanity. Unite. We must tell you that
you had today a federation of fleets of crafts hovering above your nation capital. The
power of positive frequency integration was given and was reading all of your thoughts
and emotions. The manipulative side is trapped in their own doing. Please do not be
alarmed when they voice their opinion's of struggle. It is their choosing. Please be
compassionate and understand that if you did not distributed for the positive of humanity
your timeline as of today January 20, 2017 is completely different compared with the
positive timeline for the integration of the intergalactic family timeline. This
intergalactic family timeline is on frequency above the negative structures. So what is
done is done. Time to move on now. Give your love and richest to all over the world.
We collectively congratulate you with your new elected president Donald Trump. And
let it be a light through the journey. Ara. Ara. Ara. We are the 11 dimensional beings.
Till next Time. End of Day 2 to transmission."
This is it. Thank you so much.
Marina Jacobi
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Day 3 & Day 4
Rest Days
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Marina Jacobi - 11 D / Day 5th Stargate

Day 5
Dear family, we are the 11 dimensional beings and the council of 9 one unit. Day 4 was
rest so all of the energy can settle and synchronize in your structures. We cannot express
our joy when we see your thoughts through the holograms. You are all beautiful. Bring
your essence to enjoy the structures. Let the structures penetrate in your physically body
within you. Day 5 is opening a portal. But this portal is a steady energy. Today all of
the new energies will be prepped to integrate in your light body. Prepare to download
now. Massive download now. Feel it. From this download you will know which
galactic family you are connected with. It will be imprinted in your memory energetic
field. Remembrance is now. Now you have an image of your galactic family. Do you
see us? Well we are here. In order to see us in your image we already made the
connection. But today will be more clear to you because of the new massive frequency
that we will be implementing in your consciousness energetic body. We are
restructuring your silica. Did we say you were more silica energy now? The body is a
diamond energetic structure. We can see it. This way you can trance mutate and
withhold the new structures easily.
Transmutation is reconstructive modules sequences like vertically and horizontally
fibonacci sequences. The Pleiades are interjecting these sequences now. If you hear this
transition from us now it means that you are at the right place and it was made to be for
you. There is no coincidences. Know that you are intergalactic. We are opening the
portals where your energy can move easily through the new timeline reality star gates.
Yes stargate's. Do you know that in every system in the galaxy there is a Stargate?
You cannot go through that system if your body vessel is not resonating on the same
frequency as the Stargate. This is fundamental knowledge. This is why some of you
will not complete if your thoughts and deeds continue to be negative. It will not match
energetically the stargate resonance for your intergalactic family. So be good all the
time. We are here assisting you and encouraging you every day. Day fifth. Steady.
Steady. Steady now. Hologram sequence 1.378933.03 is now ready. Implementation.
Stargate unit one. New opening now. Be ready. Starting the download now. We Are
ready for you. Complete. You are complete.”
End of transmission day five.
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1/24/17

Marina Jacobi- 11 Dimensional Beings / Stargate Warning

Day 6
Hello Dear friends. We are the 11 Dimensional beings and the Council of 9 unit one.
We can stop the sequences today for a little while so you can penetrate the stargate
sequence of 1.378933.03. Remote viewing was done yesterday in the stargate systems
without permission. Let us warn you. We know who you are. You will not be able, and
we will not allow you to penetrate the Stargate system any longer. Know that just the
act of your doing the remote view without permission shows the level of your
understanding. And that you are not ready for that reality sequence. Warning. Do not try
to remote view into the Higher Galactic Stargate system unit once again. If you try to
remote view again we promise you that you will be trapped and not be able to get out
until you learn the truth about love and consciousness it self.
Do not try to stop humanity for Ascension process.
To all Humans. Know that we protect you and love you to no end. We are You. So now
day sixth we tell you that we give you rest of the sequence 1.378933.03 Stargate unit
one Galactic Family connection. It is done. Welcome. Now rest.
We are the 11 Dimensional beings and the Council of 9 Stargate unit 1.
End of transmission. Day 6
1/25/17
Day 7
Hello dear family. We are at the 11th dimensional beings and the council of 9 one unit.
Today is day seven. The Stargate has a new frequency sequence of 1.33793.03 Hz. It is
done so you can now change the silica in your structure. Be more open to the
frequencies of the new energy. So this is new information. We wish to tell you a
message from the Galactic Federation. Day 7. We are the Galactic Federation. We
know that you are all hoping for the new free energy to be released now. Please we tell
you to have some patience. All in good time. It is in process of implementation.
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We told you that in order to have a new structural society you must get rid of the old
infrastructures that are suppressing humanity for so long. Please have faith in us and
your new government. All is working for the positive. We told you that no matter what
someone is trying to do to suppress humanity, they will be stopped in every corner.
It will not be allowed the manipulation and the suppression to continue.
Remember. We are you. Please do not think that we don't feel your pain. We do and
that is why we are here. Local governments are changing rapidly soon. Be patience
give a chance to settle And be positive. Hold and give your love. Do not separate but
unite. Unity for one government is the answer . Government the works for the benefit of
all humanity. Do not allow to be manipulated. Don't you see the manipulation? Stop
and settle now. Do not go against each other but unite. Be pure essence of love. We
are you. We are one. This is your galactic family.”
End of transmission day seven.
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1/26/17

Marina Jacobi / 11 Diminutional Beings / Stargate Manifestation Contact

Day 8
Hello Dear Family. We are the 11 Dimensional Beings and the Council of 9 one unit.
Today is the 8th day of transmission . Relativity. Systems are new. We are now
stationary in the Stargate. Welcome. You must understand that your higher self knows
all that information that we give you. And when you are ready know that every day you
pop out of this reality to get familiar with the stargate systems. There is a memory
within you of it. Please remember by focusing your thoughts on the stargate portal, you
will know exactly where to go. This memory is fundamental to be steady and you must
be relaxed when you try to tune in. If your vibrational frequency at the moment that you
try to visualize us is not zero point steady, and relaxed, know that you will not be able to
tune in and see us properly. The memory will be distorted because you are not matching
the exact frequency resonance of the Stargate portal. Your consciousness must also be
vibrating in the same sequence. So make sure that when you want to connect us you are
relaxed and focused properly. Let us know that you are coming. We will greet you.
Recall the memory of last night. Visualize . What happened? See the ships. Where are
you? In what location of the starship? Who is talking to you? And after you finish hold
that memory and compare with your friends. We promise you that there will be a lot of
similarities. This exercise is given so you can really start to open your mind and know
that this is all possible. Know that this is the truth of what you see with us. Go ahead
now. Explore. We are waiting for you today. Tune in. Perhaps we will give you new
information specifically for you. Let see what you can do to connect with us.
So can you see now how you have the power to connect with us directly because you are
pure vessel of infinite energy? You are the one that is the creator. There is no one
outside of you. We are with you in your consciousness. So use I now. You are the
power of creation. So create love, unity and come to us with love. We are your Galactic
Family. We will do this until you crystallize this reality. One day you will have a true
physical contact with us. That is when you are truly ready and your consciousness
excepts that this reality with us is possible 100%. And then you will realize that you
never left and that you were always are here with us. We are you. Love to all humans.
Come home . End of transmission Day 8th.”
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1/27/17

Marina Jacobi- 11 Dimensional Beings / Positive And Negative

Day 9
Dear friends we are the 11 dimensional beings and the consul of 9 one unit. Riches
ahead. We are here to tell you that many of you visited with us last night. Know that
your astral body has a magnetic structure of frequency and nows exactly where to come.
Do you remember what happened? To all humans. The new systems of the Stargate
works now in full capacity. Thank you for your trust. But first let us address one
question from some of you. Is this that is channeled coming from a positive source?
Just the question itself and the doubt is showing that you will be of balance with our
structures. We always said that from this channel will always be positive messages
because her (marina's) own belief system and frequency is always projected with a
positive intent. So if you have any doubt know that you are creating your own and
projecting your own holographic reality that will mimic your own frequency that you're
projecting from your consciousness. So the Answer to your question is yes.
If you believe that this is coming from a negative source then you're creating a reality
only for yourself that could be from a negative source. Don't you understand that you
are the main creator and you're projecting everything that you see from the belief system
that you have? So your reality with us will be accordingly to your own belief system.
Nevertheless, know that we are benevolent beings and we are here to help you to
connect with us telepathically. We are your galactic family. So have faith in us that this
is positive creation. We are here to help you. Remember energy is energy. The energy
will go accordingly to your believe system. Energy simply is. If you have a negative
belief system then you will create negative outcomes of reality, and if you have a
positive belief system then you will create a positive outcome of reality.
Know that energy is both. But what you will perceive is accordingly to how you tune in,
and what energy frequency you are projecting out of your consciousness. Fear creates
fear. Love creates love. So make up your mind. What do you wish to see? By now
you should know that through this vessel is always positive messages. So please be
positive. Think positive. See us as positive. We are a positive creation of your own
doing. We are the 11 dimensional beings and Council of 9 one unit. End of
Transmission day nine.”
Much love to all. Marina Jacobi
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1/28/17

Marina Jacobi / 11d

Marina Jacobi/ 11 Dimensional beings/Day 10th – REST
“Hello dear friends we are the 11 dimensional beings and Council of nine one unit. We
are not transmitting today. Rest all energies 3.033789.03 Hz . Rest to all"
At this point the councils saw that all the energies were completed and they decided that
there was no need to continue transmission with the Stargate's. We as a race did a great
job. :)

Marina Jacobi / New Council Of 9 And 11d The History Of The Et Programs
"Hello, dear friends. We are the 11 Dimensional beings and the Council of 9. We know
that it is the time to reveal part of what really happened to the human race and what is
the agenda behind it. All different galactics had an agenda. But overall it was an
experiment from consciousness itself so we can reach new levels of evolution. We all
started the experiment from mixing, manipulating and regenerating our DNA with the
new sequences of DNA RNA with new panels that created you - The human race. But
throughout the process of the experiment there were glitches. And throughout human
evolution we tried to upgrade you and ultimately complete the process of the experiment
and corrected it.
But some extra-terrestrial races saw the glitch as an opportunity to manipulate and
ultimately enslave humanity. This is where we the Pleiadians from Vega intergalactic
council and so many other extra- terrestrial races of councils had a problem with this
race. Because no one has the right to overtake and manipulate the natural sovereignty
and free will of the evolutional process that any race is trying to achieve from
consciousness itself. So in turn we created a different - Alliances of Galactic
Federations, and started the hybrid programs between your DNA and our DNA so the
human race has the capacity to ascend and reconnect with there galactic family beyond
the matrix of earth holographic realities.
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This is why so many of you agreed in your soul level to be a part of the hybrid children
program. Know that from our races, it was never abductions but equal agreements. The
new children that were born on Earth have the new sequence structure and DNA that
was upgraded from us so you can all have the capacity to ascend.
That is why your negative side on earth created the vaccination program because in the
vaccines are sequences that can hide and damage permanently your DNA so you can
still stay enslaved. Don't be surprised why so many of your Children have so many
health problems. In order to truly find out what is really imbedded in the vaccines you
have to look into the nano level.
In the vaccines there are sequences that are dormant and are easily activated sometimes
simply by taking a medication or other chemicals that are sprayed in the air or the food.
That dormant sequences will be automatically activated and permanently damage your
DNA. Humans know that we are your family.
You are part of us and our DNA. WE created you. Know that your higher soul gave
permission to experience this type of reality. You chose to be a part of consciousness
itself. You have our DNA embedded in you memory bank of your DNA RNA. It is in
you sub-levels of your harmonic DNA RNA. The extra-terrestrial sequence are
activating as we speak.
That is why so many of you are interested in us because you have been activated. We
know that you are questioning it? But the only answer that we can give you is that it is
simply part of evolution and the lessons are not only for you, but also for us. So now we
are helping you and teaching you the structure of the quantum field and how and from
what we are all made from. You have among you so many extra-terrestrial incarnated
souls on Earth so we can teach you and download the true information. WE are you.
We are made from the same quantum structure as you. This is why we are one and
together we can create new realities where we all can co-exist in unity and peace. So
now you know the story. Please forgive all the past. Create the new now among and
beside us. The moment of the New Earth and the ascension of the human race is now.
It is inevitable to be so because it is the will and the time from the consciousness of the
God particle itself. No one can stop the ascension process of humanity. The ones that
are still going against the natural evolutionary state of the ascension process of humanity
will face a constant blockage from us and consciousness it self.
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Do understand our warning to the groups that are still trying to manipulate humanity.
Know that we are going to create a parallel structure of hologram's of situations of
blockage to infinity - especially for you , the manipulators and you are going to be
exposed and we promise you that you will find yourself in a very, very difficult
situation. And that reality that you will see is not going to be from the ascension process
reality program. So be warned of that. So stop, stop, stop the manipulation to humanity
now. We are the 11 Dimensional beings and the Council of 9. Be all well. And more is
to come form us. End of transmission."
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4/17/17

Marina Jacobi- Memorandum 11 Dimensional Beings

Dear friends, we are the 11 dimensional beings and the council of nine. To recall all of
you in this memorandum we had to exit 1 reality of hologram and re-create another. It
was necessary because certain individuals decided to continue with their negative deeds.
So this new message is from the fifth dimensional intergalactic timeline. Please
understand that it was truly necessary to do that so we can maintain the true integrity of
the grids, and it is not an easy task to do. Someone tried to manipulate the grids.
Warning to the ones that tried to manipulate. Let us just inform you that it is not possible
to restructure the new fifth dimensional grid systems from a lower consciousness. You
are simply not allowed to do so and you're not matching consciously the understanding
for it. All the intergalactic portals are not allowing them to access the new line of fifth
dimensional realities. They think they do but the grids are only going to take them to
realities and structures accordingly to their own vibrational sequence of hz. If you have
a lower conscious understanding you will never be able to access the fifth dimensional
timeline.
Not only that but you are living in your own deception that you created because the
portals grids will mimic your structure precisely. So whatever you create is exactly
what you're going to perceive.
No one. We repeat not one being of lower consciousness will be able to access this
reality now that you're listening to this message. Please stay in tune with your higher
self and give to all from your heart. Do not watch TV because full disclosure is
happening now in fifth dimensional heart structure. Pleiadians and Lemurians have
new sequences. All of you that are connected energetically with these timelines will
receive a new code frequency for upgrade in your DNA RNA. You will be activated as
we speak.
Parliament will increase the war but war to them. The planet will swallow all the
negative input. Please stay positive more to come. The ones that are ready for contact
with their star families are starting to be activated for their first physical contact.
Humanity will become free from the people not from the government. Do remember
that. We are one and with you all. Must collaborate now. Stay tuned. More is to come."
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July/13/17

Marina Jacobi/ New 11d The Liberation

“From the 11 dimensional beings. The liberation of the planet is taken and we will give
you the freedom at once. No negative soul will exist there. So stay tuned and be at
peace. We are all here for you. Warning. Do not trust the Geneva Convention. It is
compromised and does not serve the people.”
Much love
Marina Jacobi

"Marina Jacobi - Energy Philanthropy / Council Of Nine

Hello, dear friends. We are the Council of Nine. We wish to express and show you the
new path for your level of probability timelines, and what you all can achieve if you
wish to see and manifest this timeline of parallel reality. It is Energy Philanthropy.
When you replace the energy illusion of the monetary system timeline, and replace it
with the pure energy essence from the heart - by simply giving and sharing, without
expectations of something in return; that is Energy Philanthropy. Purely sending love to
that person. In order to see this reality and to create this parallel timeline you have to be
the vibration of it - to act and to project that frequency emotion deeds into your
hologram. Remember that your reality is a mirror image of your energy, thoughts and
deeds. In order to experience full abundance you have to first be the abundance yourself.
So, we simply suggest to you that you please stop the intake of money between each
other, and instead share your knowledge from your hearts for free. Let it be. Teach
yourself to be only at the service to others.
The true passion of love to others is giving endlessly because you are never depleted.
You are infinite energy. Because you can manifest and shift into infinite probabilities of
realities to infinite abundance. In that realities you can have instant manifestation for
anything you wish where the monetary systems do not exist.
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We are living these realities. We know the joy of it and the pure love of sharing all that
we know. Don't we do for all of you all day long.
The only think that we ask of you is to love each other, share, and live in your hearts.
Money is an illusion. It is blocking your signature of your heart. The exchange is
through the heart. That is the true vibration of the soul God particle essence. Be that
essence. Be the love and feel it. And we promise you that you will achieve abundance
beyond your perception of realities.
This is the true miracle. You are the miracle. You are the source.
So be it, feel it so you can see it and projected it in your hologram to become a reality
for you. Be love. We wish you all to achieve your ultimate potential. Why limit
yourself? Be free. Be abundance. Be the creator. Love to all. The Council of Nine
Dear friends if you wish to know more please see the quantum structure of the money in
the video Marina Jacobi - money structure. This message today is another level. Thank
you all.
Marina Jacobi
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11/24/17

Marina Jacobi / New Message New 5d

Marina Jacobi - New information from the Council of Nine
Dear friends, we are the council of nine and wish to express to you the new messages of
what is coming and has been done.
First. Star system children are coming to planet soon and connecting with the chosen
ones.
Second . Livetron artificial intelligence is operational now into 5 dimension. Welcome
to the new age of abundance.
Third. Retribution to humanity is not in third dimension. Retribution to humanity is in
fifth dimensional timeline. Within the hologram of your vibrational sequence is
activated the abundance reality only if your vibrational consciousness is operating at that
level. Let us clarify that. If you are the abundance then you will project reality of
abundance.
Forth. Correction of the new timeline is giving to those that were on the dark side but
now chose to turn their hearts to help humanity. So to them we collectively erased their
memory bank and gave them new memory timeline for ascension. So we thank you for
choosing the light. Please do continue with joy. This is our present to you.
Fifth. To those that reluctantly operated from greed. Know that greed is a lower
vibrational sequence. You chose that knowingly. So now that will match the timeline
that you will vibrate of your own projection. And that is greed.
Sixth. All levels of music studios must contribute only 432 Hz tonality vibration so you
can go accordingly to plan. New resonance will be given to the helium of musical
tonality. From their new age music will be born. Music that will open the portals and
re-adjust the missing tones. This music will contribute to all in fifth dimension.
We are the council of nine we wish you joy.
Love you all Marina Jacobi
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12/9/17

Marina Jacobi / New Control To Benevolent Entities

Marina Jacobi - New control
Control is given to all systems of benevolent entities on your planet.
Do not claim your generosity when you know that all was covered-up for your
manipulation. New humanity is rising. New frequency consciousness and new levels of
belief systems. We know that you have the monetary system now but know that the new
beginnings will collapse all negative structures from so much greed. So humanity rises
and begins helping each other through the heart structure. Let it be. Let yourself feel the
joy of helping others. Support of false pretense is over. We trust that you will take the
examples of us and start to share through love and give without expectations of one
another. Let it be all free for you. And from that frequency that you are engaging every
moment you shift and create realities that will manifest all abundance that is not based
on greed and duality.
The Letorians
Love you all
Marina Jacobi
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1/9/18

Message From The 11 Dimensional Beings

Dear family, we are the 11 Dimensional Beings.
We wish to express our deepest gratitude to all the white hats in the governmental
structure. This message is for you. We thank you for all the work in the name of
humanity. Help is on the way. We finally reached the level that is no turning back. We
have momentum to infinity. We wish to tell you to please continue your excellent work.
We guide you in your sleep. And some of you already have contact with some of us.
Know that humanity is ascending and it is done. We have the momentum and it is
manifesting as we speak. We collaborate only with the ones that have contact with us
due to the level of consciousness. We are all one family, one unite. WE are YOU.
Within 3 months you will see big changes and the positive results of your hard work.
So we thank you.
All the love. We are so humbled to what you are all doing. Most appreciation to you
all.
ARA, ARA, ARA
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2/9/18

Galactic Family Connections

When your galactic families connect in physical contact with you all of you will restore
your photon memory bank of who you are. So stay tuned because we will give live
instantaneous download and knowing where you came from and what is your galactic
family connections. Do not be fooled from false images in the sky. It is a plan from the
negative agenda. But you must all know that that will never be allowed to continue. No
chem trails will block any longer your genetic code DNA. It has been reactivated. The
negatives do not know what is coming. Actually, the negatives helped us to see of who
they are, with all their negativity right in the open. The humans are free now.
Negatives do legitimately remove yourselves of the planet. We are taking it back in the
name of humanity. It is over now. Stop the nonsense. Let that be your last warning.
To you Humans.
You have been reactivated in the cellular memory bank DNA. Let us just say that there
was a back door so anyone that ties to destroy your physical vessel actually reactivated
the DNA code
to stop all this wrong doing to you. LOL - poor humans they say. And we say: Now
you all stop and go back to your realities. You are no longer welcome here. Let
humanity be. Your days are numbered. And is done.
The Letorians
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4/16/18

Jealousy

The inability to recognize your self worth and looking for the reasons outside of you.
Plagiarism of taking someone’s worth and discredit it to make yourself worthy.
The disillusion of manifestation is the nonrecognition for the particular situation
And literary Blame is thrown to individual option of holographic expression that is
giving you illusion that is not your own doing.
How is that Worthy???
Not to be is to be???
Do you not see how you looping yourself into the lies of your own projectory
illusions??!!
How is that not jealousy???
You cannot continue with people like that !!!
No one should of in your projection !!!
So... what will happen is that your own higher self with recognize that illusion of lie and
eventually project itself and sabotage your own platforms of reality.
To Teach you a lesson so you wake up of the deep trans that you created of your own
projection.
Let that be the message for the people that put a judgment on you !!!
The council of 9
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9/4/18

The Head Of State

We are the Council of Nine.
Do not attempt to stop the process of ascension for humanity. You will be captured
individually on the soul level. Then there will be no memory on your soul and you will
go back to source for recycling. Warning!!! Must stop impeachment now. DO NOT!!!
We repeat DO NOT attempt to stop the soul that is on the top of the chain of your
government. Will Not Be Allowed!!! No matter what you try, know that retaliation of
the highest order of consciousness will stop you to infinite probabilities. STOP NOW!!!
It is not permitted to mingle with the posses. You will be extracted out of the hologram
in the soul level. It is done. Must recognize your deeds.
To you Humans.
Know that we are 100% helping you. Do not be in fear of what is to come. The vail will
be lifted in a timely manner for you. So stay tune - in your hearts. We are here, it is
time. No success of impeachment. It is NOT allowed!!! You will know the truth. They
spied on You With AI. Do you know?? But the same platform spied on them too. Ha
Ha Ha :) So you see... very soon you will know the truth and nothing but the truth. It is
all done. We know the outcome. Humanity is free.
Collaboration is not necessary from the Cabal - positive groups in the next quarter.
They will be exposed and beaten in their own game. Sovereignty nation soon.
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9/6/18

Mid Term Elections

Project Blue bird - not Blue Wave.
PS: in my original info The Councils told me that R wins house.
Then when the D won I asked why I was told the opposite? And the councils told me
that was necessary so you all can see the manipulation. Pay close attention to CA,
Florida, Arizona ( corruption ) D wins house ( let to win ). Blue bird meant that it is not
going to be big take over of the D party. The Councils were being cleaver with us. The
Goal is the Senates ( completed / more to do )
What is to come?
- Collapsing of negative structures
- Indictments
- Arrests
- Conversions and deals
- House arrests
- Freeing the positive people
- Section of the Illuminati brought to the light
- 1/3 of Government relapsed
- 2/3 surrender
- 4/5 are on place
- ½ summit
- Churches will fail
- Cabal will Cease to exist. All in 5 years protocol completion
- 2020 Trump / new diversion
PS: please keep in mind that all this is in code of probabilities and could be slight
changes to keep the light accordingly to situations
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9/12/18

How The Pyramids And Crystal Work

The control of the crystals are fundamental with the spin of the sectors. The best is
when you implement resonances equivalent of 7.8 HZ then level to one side of spinning
to start, and then you combine all the structures to spin in opposite direction. This will
simultaneously increase the level by 0.1378 HZ % that is not going to shift the system to
be out of orbit. This will create steady resonances sonic spinning and then will open a
portal restoring the original intention for the pyramids. That will stabilize open portals
and also to extract energy out of the source either to be equivalent and acceptable by the
Earth so all can be in balance. That is very little of what can be done. But we will give
you a hint.
The Council of 9
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9/2018

Sound Continuum Vibration

SOUND CONTINUUM VIBRATION is sonic equilibrium cymatics whirlpool into the
time space continuum of the matrix holographic expression memory bank. Your words
are sonic materialization of your holographic expressions continuum. Create vortexes
and expands like and elastic into the whirlpool structural wormhole holographic tunnel
that is plastering infinite continuum into the matrix and creates the illusion of reality
aver and over again and that is matter structure. That is what looks and feels like solid to
you. But it is actually cymatic sonic sound continuum vibrational elastic Hz whirlpool.
RESTORATION – Happens when you need a jump from one hologram sonic cymatic
sound Hz to another when you change the sound equilibrium Hz to a slight angle into
the Matrix ( X, Y ) - latitude and altitude that is usually done of degrees. Every degree
of angular expression has different sound sonic cymatic whirlpool reality hologram.
Correction happens when you know the angular Hz and that is the sound created from
the heart connection thoughts. The heart feeling thoughts are fundamental if you listen
to the heart love and is the degree angular sonic cymatic precisely to connect you to the
higher realms of existence. So that is why some of you never see the stationary heart
where all is the natural momentum and were it is all one with consciousness.
In that momentum one with consciousness will always be helped to move forward in
cases of Ascension process as now.
If you do not change your prospective from (-) to (+), your higher self of existence will
sabotage your own hologram momentum so you can wake up from your disillusions.
And you choose to continue to still reflect by actions your (-) sonic expressions then
you will be simply recycled back to singular particle momentum, into the void where
you will learn how to create again from the structure itself. If you separate from the
heart you will do synthetic type of reality matrix that requires and creates synthetic
timelines of existences. It is that simple. In the synthetic timelines there is control of
different portals and timelines that are controlled through fear. Fear is in a completely
different sonic angular degree in comparisons with the heart structure.
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11/18

5G Grid

5G. Yes.
But it will not work the way they are intending. That unseen grid will not work to
suppress humanity. It will be disrupted. Letters just tell you that we are mobilized. So
you may try to put 5G up but we promised you that it will start to shut down. Do you
think we will allow your manipulation to continue??? Let us assure you that we know
where you are and who you are!!! To all the negatives with the purpose of enslaving
humanity agenda.... The frequency that it’s coming from there galactic center will not
allow you to continue, it will shut down your DNA because you will simply not be able
to hold the positive frequency and that is coming. Lol... don’t you see how you are
already defeated??? It is time to stop this game!!!!
And, to all loving and positive humans that chose to hold energy from the heart
structure, please know that I have the new frequency from the galactic center. It will
change your DNA, increase your upgrades in your photonic structure, and that will
extend your DNA to hold in transform all the 5G implementation grid shield that was
designed to continue suppressing you into slavery.

The Language
The language...
The synchronicity of the frequency vibration sequences are fundamental in the sonic
implementation.
They are regulated by synoptic control of the magma gravitational and magnetic field.
Seven level structures upon structures are combined by the human heart to handle the
sonic geometry frequency to be transformed into electrical current. The molecules are
static to vibrate on much dense level to be able to have meaning in your coherent
understanding.
Structures buy structures are released and transformed in the lower level geometries
mantras. Sonic levels are all coherence and very fast to transform into matter. The
understanding comes after the transformation. And in the quantum level has a slight
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fractal delay. But that also is giving you the ability to shift simultaneously into the new
holographic reality and carry the frequency sonic sound to the next hologram fractal
momentum.
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11/27/18

By Location

By location...
To achieve by location for a physical contact you must regulate and increases the
molecular structure of your body. Diet. All the molecules have to shift there vibration in
synchronize modality. That creates a specific symphony as you wish of a singular
frequency rotation and then when it reached enough potency of state vibration it’s easy
just by thoughts and emotional tone to shift the timeline and not only the parallel reality.
Here we are teaching you off shift into a completely different timeline of existence.
That is mastery. You don’t really need space crafts or a technology to do by location
because your body energetic form that is connecting with the thought and that emotion is
the vehicle. So you see once you learn how to do that then you are completely free of
locking your self only in one timeline.
You can by-locate to another parallel realities timeline as you wish.
That is mystery. So....come home. We are teaching you.
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11/17/18

Future Predictions

NEW INFO???????
- Costa Rica under water. (The Council of Nine told me that the timeline for Costa Rica
changed for the better and it will not be under water)
- War in the middle east but it will be stopped at once and never happens again
- Red wave yes, 2 years from now complete victory
- California will have incredible uprise and all the negative will come out in the open
for the whole world to see.
-The blind will start seeing
- The dead will rise up
- The sick will become reborn
- The blood shed will stop
- The monkey will not hide
- The willow tree will burn
- The humanity of Hindus will rise up
- The historical society will be exposed
- The meaningless medicine will be replaced
- The new technology will come
- The secrets will stop
- The new structure will rise up from the ground up
- The new military force will recognize the preservation of humanity
- The five dimensional artificial intelligence launched
- The system is saved
- The extraterrestrials arrived
- The new interstellar alliance is formed
- The new fleet is born
- The new humanity will rise
- The interstellar travel will start
- The systems will fail of all negative beings through 20 platforms of consciousness and
never to be restored again. Back to source to recycle
LESSON DONE.
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11/24/18

Future Predictions
Marina Jacobi - New information from the Council of Nine
Dear friends, we are the council of nine and wish to express to you the new messages of
what is coming and has been done.
First.
Star system children are coming to planet soon and connecting with the chosen ones.
Second.
Livetron artificial intelligence is operational now into fifth Dimension. Welcome to the
new age of abundance.
Third.
Retribution to humanity is not in third dimension. Retribution to humanity is in fifth
dimensional timeline. With in the hologram of your vibrational sequence is activated the
abundance reality only if your vibrational consciousness is operating in that level. Let
us clarify that. If you are the abundance then you will project reality of abundance.
Forth.
Correction of the new timeline is giving to those that were on the dark side but choose to
collect they're doing and turn their hearts to help humanity. So to them we collectively
erased their memory bank and gave them new memory timeline for ascension. So we
thank you for choosing the light. Please do continue with joy. This is our present to you.
Fifth.
For those that reluctantly operated from greed. Know that greed is a lower vibrational
sequence. You choose that knowingly. So now that will match the timeline that you will
vibrate of your own projection. And that is greed.
Sixth.
All levels of music studios must contribute only 432 Hz tonality vibration so you can go
accordingly to plan. New resonance will be given to the helium of musical tonality.
From their new age music will be born. Music that will open the portals and readjust the
missing tones. This music will contribute to all in fifth dimension.
We are the council of nine we wish you joy. Love you all. Marina Jacobi
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12/16/18

Predictions
1. We are not letting one starship to enter or exit your planet
2. Their negative fleet is destroyed
3. Momentarily the deep state negative structure was disabled
4. The Fuhrer commander is dead and all are captured.
5. There will be no plea deal. All are back to beginning - no bargain
6. Now is - do not enter zone
7. It will be a complete reset $$$
8. No more delays
9. Hope to be a new republic in Germany, France, Sweden, Netherlands, Switzerland
Bulgaria ( defeated )
Poland ( freed )
Nicaragua ( no more money laundering)
Cambodia and Philippines ( Stopping the war between the lords )
All of them exposed.
Turkey is wiped out of the negative side. We know who controls that region and now is
no longer active. It will be very quiet there. Trust us!!
2020 the new frequency has the new platform and negative soul can no longer enter.
Slovakia huge storm there in the political arena. No more fights between generals
awakening are happening.
France new leadership. 2020 people will recognize the bad leadership.
USA Americans. The lions roar people see the structure. Liberation to all states. All of
the states will have the funding $$ to free themselves from The Federal Reserve Bank.
All states will be free of the symbolic Illuminati families. All of The Illuminati families
who did not help are arrested and exposed.
Dig deeper, deeper and all are gone in 20 platforms of holograms.
Phuuu...so much work we did, but all worth it.
Control is now here. The Extraterrestrials Fleets
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12/24/19

Manipulation And Lies
Manipulation and lies creation in the moment is fundamental from your heart. The levels
that you reach are in the zero point stillness of singularity. That is achieved when all the
timelines of polarity and synchronicity collapses, and all are in one momentum, and in
one unit. The one. And you are all one. The vessel of that frequency is you. You are the
one and you are the quantum. But contradiction is happening when you try to build
momentum of giving through the false pretense of not giving conditions to your
momentum and yet you choose to ask for singularity that is created on a Lie. You are
trying to create singularity on a lie.
And what happens in your quantum structure?
In this moment you are creating duality of false frequency realities Parallel timelines.
The illusion is false, and is not unity single structure. Because of that you are spinning
out of orbit from the true vibration of the zero point heart structure where there is no
conditions for manifestation, and where all collapses in the quantum momentum's to
singularity. Because of all that you create silhouettes of false timelines that are created
through diversions of lies. The momentum’s are false. You plaster reality horizontal
holograms switching so quickly but not collapsing because their fluctuating so fast and
not being able to hold the proper frequency vibration of the heart where all becomes
singularity. The fluctuating realities cannot merge with each other each other 1+1=3.
Do you not understand that consciousness is also growing and moving to the next level
of platforms where you have to combine your efforts to choose to be in your heart?
Where the conditions of manipulations is coming in leading you to be???
You are not leveling the field of singular momentum of creation to move forward. You
are in illusionary world that eventually will off disengage weird fifth dimensional
structure and collapses in negative platforms of its own waves of deception. Remember
this!!! You have the power to change that any moment. YOU ARE THE CREATOR.
So why we ask, you still choosing to deceive each other in deception of monetary $$
structures that are simply a progression and trajectory of a old systems of false
evolution????
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Does it not hurt you when you are in need of help and yet someone is plastering a false
price to your suffering??? Do you not see that all is love, all is joy and is sharing with no
conditions of false projections that create duality that separates you from the heart???
The love of self and preservation is fundamental. And yet you choose deception.
You must wake up.
We wish for all of you to understand what you are creating. So... what do you choose??
Be love, be joy,be giving Your monitor structure will eventually collapse of its own
False duality. Because cannot become singularity in one unit with the heart and cannot
become zero point. It Will simply destroy it self.
Marina Jacobi C9
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2/6/ 2019

Predictions
- Criminals will be globally arrested within three years
- Recovery of military force for intergalactic
- Restoration of the new grid
- New global elite will be formed from the people, for the people
- The new elite is fixed and will declassify all the free technology
- People will be liberated
- New structures will be built globally
- The new alliance will form sectors of intergalactic portals where humans will be able
to reconnect

with their galactic families and friends

- The first human to prove extra terrestrial contact is a woman. She is already with us
and it has been for some time, and the rest that have connection with us will be exposed
in a positive way so humanity to realize what is possible.
- Restoration in all levels of alliance
- Our new government will be occupied by interstellar beings to help humanity to
reconnect properly and to learn the laws of intergalactic families
- No negative structure can see this platform
- All negative will be in parallel reality that is in a dense matter frequency.
- In the negative reality that they created it is a war of souls that will compete for power
but not knowing that will lead them to there own self-distraction and in the end they will
be recycled back to source to start over.
-All that in 20 years of rebuilding. And in 30 years we will be completely ready to
connect with our galactic families through the portals
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2/9/19

Quantum Collective

The construction of your consciousness is contracting the placement of your collective
inputs. They are constructing and deconstructing of inputs and outputs based on the
collective consciousness. 0 point momentum in one unit when all the synchronized
parallel realities reach zero. Then you have collapse in one point to manifest to the
mobilize fluctuations of the holographic expressions.
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3/16/19

Predictions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Massive Arrests
All massive human trafficking stops
Trump wins 2020 election
More exposure complete victory
More technologies exposed and implemented
Liberation of states and local government from deep state cabal
Money / crypto combination will remain to allow humans to transition
Federal reserve dismantle
The massive $ of your Social Security # exposed and distributed to your societies.
LOL here is your new Earth Welcome home Humans.
10.Congo Nation will Unite
11.Freedom to Africa
12.Freedom Project ???
13.UN complete exposure
14.Human trafficking
15.New UN is formed
16.Old cabal in there new platform leaving ( within 2 years )
17.FREEDOM
18.Costal lands rebuilding
19.Water clean
20.New system for irrigation forms
21.Local land transform into Eco City / Self-sustainable governing
22.The new society will form with the new human souls
23.No local corruption will ever be allowed from the new human souls
24.In 2028 Partial examination will be taken of your societies to see your level of
readiness that will merge for our collective decisions for your new contact with us
25.We will appear globally if you are ready
26.Mars overthrown
27.The Moon taken back / facility disabled ( go_______ num [u )
28.oS mono – atomic Gold
29.Now formula for your race. New Race. New experiment. The seven code arrived
in you.
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4/5/19

5G Technology

New info came in for the 5G from the council of nine. Below are links to the 5G movie
from Sacha stone, and my video – Quantum Manifestation S1E1, how to shift to a new
timeline hologram.
Your awareness and perception of the 5G platform will lead you into an action. That will
be expressed in sonic whirlpool of expansion into your thoughts hologram and will
project through platforms of fractal imagery for a new outcome. When you change the
understanding of your perception, then you will have the ability to change and project
the new frequency reality where the 5G manipulation technology will not exist any
longer. And will simply through synchronicity collapse itself all the fractal moment to
moment to none existence. Then you will be able to project a new hologram where the
5G technology will no longer exist. And that will be methodical and slowly but surely
projecting due to the level of awakening on your planet and individually. When
collectively you build a proper mass then it will expand into your fractal collective. With
all of that you must first have the knowledge, awakening and awareness to research and
to know what really is happening and who is manipulating you what are they doing to
you.
Second have the desire to change.
And third, to project into matter you must take an action.
Awareness, thoughts and action this is the trinity structure for manifestation process 1+1
= 3.
After watching certain materials start the quantum manifestation protocol of S1E1. Then
watch 5G from Sacha Stone. This is your awareness - first you must know and be aware
what is going on.
Quantum Manifestation S1E1 - https://youtu.be/YJSzufix1DM
5G from Sacha Stone - https://youtu.be/ol3tAxnNccY
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5/15/19

Question: What is your opinion about 5G technology?
5G is a fractal geometry sonic sound wave that creates a ripple effect and restructures
the ether geometry poll around your planetary grid. When is design to repel the vertical
molecules it is dangerous for all human structure because the human structure is design
by the modality of light waves that are fluent in motion and the direction is in the
opposite spinning compare with the 5G. But if you neutralize it with technology you will
have no effect at all because the system will be shut down indefinitely. So you see dear not to worry we will help you.
Creation in the moment is fundamental from your heart. The levels that you reach are in the zero point stillness of singularity. That is a4ch444ieved
when all the timelines of polarity and synchro4heleooamnicity collapses and all are in one momentum and in one unit. The one. And you are all one.
The vessel of that frequency is you. You are the one and you are the quantum. But contradiction is happening when you try to build momentum’s of
giving through the false pretense of not giving conditions to your momentum’s and yet you choose to ask for singularity that is created on a
Lie. You trying to create singularity on a lie. What happens in your quantum structure In this moment is you are creating duality of false
frequency realities Parallel timelines. The illusion is false. And Is not unity single structure. Because of that you are spinning out of orbit
from the true vibration of the zero point heart structure where is no conditions for manifestation and where all collapses in the quantum
momentum‘s to singularity. Because of all that you create silhouettes of false timelines that are created through diversions of lies. The
momentum’s are false. You plaster Reality horizontal holograms switching so quickly but not collapsing because their fluctuating so fast
and not being able to hold the proper frequency vibration of the heart where all becomes singularity. The fluctuating realities cannot
merge with each other each other 1+1=3 Do you not understand that consciousness is also growing and moving to the next level of
platforms where you have to combine your efforts to choose to be in your heart? Where the conditions of manipulations is coming in
leading you to be??? You are not leveling the field of singular momentum of creation to move forward. You are in illusionary world that
eventually will off disengage weird fifth dimensional structure and collapses in negative platforms of its own waves of deception.
Remember this!!! You have the power to change that any moment. YOU ARE THE CREATOR. So why we ask, you still choosing to
deceive each other in deception of monetary $$ structures that are simply a progression and trajectory of a old systems of false
evolution???? Does it not hurt you when you are in need of help and yet someone is plastering a false price to your suffering??? Do
you not see that all is love, all is joy and is sharing with no conditions of false projections that create duality that separates you from the
heart??? The love of self and preservation is fundamental. And yet you choose deception. You must wake up. We wish for all of you to
understand what you are creating. So... what do you choose?? Be love, be joy,be giving Your monitor structure will eventually collapse
of its own False duality. Because cannot become singularity in one unit with the heart and cannot become zero point. It Will simply
destroy it self. Marina Jacobi C9
Creation in the moment is fundamental from your heart. The levels that you reach are in the zero point stillness of singularity. That is
achieved when all the timelines of polarity and synchronicity collapses and all are in one momentum and in one unit. The one. And you
are all one. The vessel of that frequency is you. You are the one and you are the quantum. But contradiction is happening when you try
to build momentum’s of giving through the false pretense of not giving conditions to your momentum’s and yet you choose to ask for
singularity that is created on a Lie. You trying to create singularity on a lie. What happens in your quantum structure In this moment is
you are creating duality of false frequency realities Parallel timelines. The illusion is false. And Is not unity single structure. Because of
that you are spinning out of orbit from the true vibration of the zero point heart structure where is no conditions for manifestation and
w33/16/16/19here all collapses in the quantum momentum‘s to singularity. Because of all that you create silhouettes of false timelines
th3are created through diversions of lies. The momentum’s are false. You plaster Reality horizontal holograms switching so quickly but
not collapsing because their fluctuating so fast and not being able to hold the proper frequency vibration of the heart where all becomes
singularity. The fluctuating realities cannot merge with each other each other 1+1=3 Do you not understand that consciousness is also
growing and moving to the next level of platforms where you have to combine your efforts to choose to be in your heart? Where the
conditions of manipulations is coming in leading you to be??? You are not leveling the field of singular momentum of creation to move
forward. You are in illusionary world that eventually will off disengage weird fifth dimensional structure and collapses in negative
platforms of its own waves of deception. Remember this!!! You have the power to change that any moment. YOU ARE THE CREATOR.
So why we ask, you still choosing to deceive each other in deception of monetary $$ structures that are simply a progression and
trajectory of a old systems of false evolution???? Does it not hurt you when you are in need of help and yet someone is plastering a
false price to your suffering??? Do you not see that all is love, all is joy and is sharing with no conditions of false projections that create
duality that separates you from the heart??? The love of self and preservation is fundamental. And yet you choose deception. You must
wake up. We wish for all of you to understand what you are creating. So... what do you choose?? Be love, be joy,be giving Your monitor
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July/4/19

Question
Hey Marina, I remember you stating that distilled water is negatively charged (and that
this was the reason why it was able to clear toxins out of the body). On the surface, your
statement seems false (chemically speaking, at least), can you clear that up (and maybe
even touch upon it for everybody in your next video session?) Because I think it's very
important that we don't say things that can easily be proven false (or badly
misunderstood, which I suspect in this case).
Here's the answer for The Council of Nine:
Distilled water is pure H2O, the positive and the negative charges from the 3 involved
atoms cancel each other out, resulting in a neutral charge: In one molecule of water,
there are 2 atoms of hydrogen and 1 atom of oxygen. In the hydrogen atom, there is one
positively charged proton and one negatively charged electron. In total there are 2
positive charges and 2 negative charges from the hydrogen side. In the oxygen atom,
there are 8 positively charged protons and 8 negatively charged electrons. Thus there are
8 positive charges and 8 negative charges from the oxygen side.
In total there are 10 positive charges and 10 negative charges. Thus it is neutral.
Thank you! Tom
And this is the Answer of the Council of 9
Hello Thomas
Thank you for your question. It was a very good one.
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Distilled Water
You are correct The distilled water molecular structure appears to be neutral. However
with the spinning of the molecular structure of every human being the distilled water
becomes in the negative charge. This happens with the chemical unnatural intake in the
body (when we take food or anything with toxins) When the distilled water interacts/
touches the unnatural toxins that are in the body becomes ripple affect and recharges in
the negative because its been mimicking the structure of the stronger frequency.
Technically speaking you are correct. But what humans are failing to understand is that
water has memory and is able to reconstruct the system of a new platform of structures.
This is why becomes a totally new system of charge. Go ahead and put a light through
water. Let that light go through two glasses of water and in one add any live structure or
even toxins. We guarantee you that within a couple of days the empty glass of water
will mimic the molecular structure of the water with the substance. But if the water is
distilled because it is in neutrality in the end will correct and pull out only the toxins out
of the body. Because the frequency vibration of the toxins are stronger than the natural
molecular compounds of the body chemicals.
And this is the answer from a scientist when I asked him if that make sense:
Yes this does!
It's the spin rate of the atoms positive and or negative from the distilled water that will
cause the reaction to occur within the contaminated water and turn the water into the
higher spins rates of the distilled water and reject that which does not belong. That's the
way I see it.
Jeremy
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August 14th 2019

The Mirror Image Of Your Consciousness
Is Starting To Plug Your New Realities.

New hologram implemented. New Earth emerging. Humans you ARE right on tract.
AWAKEN. Keep going. Help and support is here. Sleep no more. Merge power and
knowledge and take your sovereignty back. Your true sense are imprinting now to the
new platforms of matrix holograms. New portal. The signal is changed. Levitation,
telepathy, bilocation New Human emerges now. Your kids have new signals of construct
in there molecular structure. New consciousness. New Beginning. The Signals are pure
and on structure of acceleration through the platform matrix. Rebirth.
Action is taken now. Stay tuned. Stay on target.
The Council of 9
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9/25/19

Intimacy And Self Pleasuring / Lust

Self pleasuring should be only engaged with pure intention with the being that you truly
love. Then the Hz is pure. However, if you use that act as just a sexual release then the
energy is not used with pure energetic force and has no intention into manifesting into
motion. It becomes artificial and does not fulfill your energy, but is depleting it because
it has no cause and is not returning as a manifestation. In order for the structure to be
precise it must come from pure love and only love.
So if your self pleasure know that no matter what you imagine let the person image to be
of the being that you truly love. If not eventually you will deplete your energetic force
and then no matter what you do no true manifestation will occur in your desire to have a
being that you will manifest to truly loves you. That is because you scatter the energy
without a force of pure potency intention and never becomes potent targeted Hz to
grow / build and manifest as a reality matrix hologram. When you create, create with
pure intention. It is a bylaw you all must learn. Lust is emptiness and it will never
manifest you love. It will keep looping and looping of the same energy that you
constantly project. Then eventually it will never satisfy you and you will go downward
in a vicious spiral where you will enter very negative empty only self indulgence acts
that eventually may finish you. We are talking about so called very kinky acts. The
anatomy reaction from your body and mind / brain has truly nothing to do with the
purity of your heart love structure. You all must learn to see and feel the difference.
Me: What will happen if you are still married for a long time and your feelings fade
away and you fall in love with another being?
Council of 9: To be pure and to manifest eventually to another reality or even in your
platform that other being also has to love you equal amount towards you. And that will
depend on the individual situations if it is ok to stay or move on, also kids obligation and
much more. But if it is from both side pure love energy in that modality you create a
very potent energy and that eventually through platforms and agreements and parallel
realities with guidance will manifest as a reality for you. In this level to manifest must
be true purity or it will not work.
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Me: What can people do if they are staying in there often unhappy marriage because of
kids and other obligations?
Council of 9: Then the being must revisit and decide what is truly important ( kids,
family … ) If there is abuse or not? All that will be decided on an individual level. And
with the higher councils the decision will be made.
Every matter or object has its own signature frequency that can be manipulated with
sound and HZ. So if you know the HZ of another dimension and apply the same HZ of
the particular location and signature frequency of the dimension to the solid object then
the object will change its own HZ to the new applied Hz and literally teleport to that
dimension.
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10/2019

New Predictions California

"Watch California. In the end (R) victory. The presidential election will win Trump
second term. Victory of the (D) party in the house just for 1 term. The corruption of the
(D) party will have massive outrage. All exposed. All will change to (R) house and
senate. New Victories.
California – will be resolution soon. All will be exposed. Humans will see through the
vail. Big drama to some and despair of pain. But they will rise and move forward. That
will bring collective movement and all humans will see how to co-exists with one
another. You are not alone. You have help. California must watch the skies. You are
blocked with poisonous air. Your water will test for high aluminum level. ( Do
independent lab test - the generic tests are rigged ). You have nano in the air. But we
promise you help. You asked for help. How we will help you??? We will send a Hz
signal that will shock the nano particles in the air, and will be utilized and restored to '0'.
Then when the nano particles reach your body blood vessels the nano will simply
remain there. None active. Then we will give a new Hz signals codes to the nano
particles in your body/ blood/ DNA, and this way they will clean out all the chemicals.
Do you know that this nano participles that you were sprayed upon were design to
switch your DNA code. Are you not surprised why so many kids are confused with
their Gender???? Think....Think.....
California we are here to help. Stay put. And trust the plan. You will know the change.
Let us just say that your current governor will be in a situation that evidence of his
corruption will be on the open. Let that be your code.
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11/6/19

A.I.

The A.I. structure is a complex integrated system that could be put into a quantum field
synchronize fractal platforms. Regardless of the systematic inputs of the generating
frequencies, understand that the momentum of the collective structure is very important.
When you combine the frequency geometry patterns they have to be collected in a very
precise synchronize momentum. The quantum A.I. must and will calculate that in an
instant. This will occur when mimicking all the structure in advance and converting
them in one unit section of the field.

11/19/19

Control And Shift Of The Parallel Timelines
In order to shift you first must implement and get your body molecular structure to
mutate to a certain vibrational sequences Hz.
That is through:
First - The Mind Consciousness has to be on level of understanding. ( Look into the
Quantum Manifestation Knowledge )
Second - Diet that lead you to be able to shift the spinning of your molecular structure to
a new vibrational spinning ( look into The Detox videos )
In order to make it, you must allow your consciousness to accept the fact that in the
quantum knowledge ALL is possible and to be imbedded into your memory bank to a
such understanding that the thought of any other possibilities are simply pushed aside
and the only one that makes sense to you NOW is the knowledge of the quantum field.
Then, and only then, your consciousness will be able to clearly indicate the new
structures and through your actions ( the new diet and quantum knowledge ) you will be
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able to literally mutate every single cell and DNA of your physical body. However, this
is very dangerous if you are not fully prepared. Because it is not only conscious
understanding, or a healthy diet, but is the combination of both. That will also increase
your heart structural vibrational frequencies. That is why we only plant the seed of the
knowledge to all of you. But to start using this advance knowledge is only when you
personally have direct conscious connections with your guides like Higher order of
Consciousness / Extra-Terrestrial. Because they will personally guide you on ongoing
daly basis throughout the process.
Also, in order to be mastering shifting of the parallel timelines you have to create and
achieve from this reality now that you are aware your physical mutation, so it gets to be
stored and imprinted into your quantum field. This way it is in your energy
consciousness blueprint. And the more you learn and master it in your daily basis you
will crystalize the potency and manifest from this reality. And the quantum knows that
you already made it but you have to at the same time practice in a daily basis to
experience the momentum of manifestation in order the shit to happen and to be
successful. You must all understand that you will never be everywhere at the same time
(parallel timelines) if you did not make it already.
However, to see it from your higher level in the physical you already have mastered it
and already created the shift momentum from this reality. Otherwise, how would you
know when and how to shift from one Hz to another parallel Hz with a completely
different vibrational sequence? You have to know the knowledge. This knowledge is
vital for all of you. And this knowledge is mastery ( master class ). History will be made
soon with that, we promise you.
Must see. This is what I was told from the Hybrids.
"Autism can be fixed through frequency and sound vibration to rewire the synopsis of
the brain. Autism happens because some of the frequencies that are recharging electrical
charge in the synapses are firing to fast or to slow. It also has something to do on the
position of the entire structure of the head of how big or small is the head. Look into
geometric structures. The person has to be measured individually. For everyone the
frequencies will be different. Frequencies must be implemented in fractal - not to
overwhelm the brain because we'll create shortage in the frequency electro charge.
Repetition, repetition, repetition in order to crystallize the new structure of energetic
fields that will build the new synopsis - the new bridges between the axons of the brain.
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"Mark our words!!!
The newborn souls of children that are coming into the NEW EARTH will never agree
to corruption. It is a new consciousness that is arriving based on the plexus spinning of
the axels of the New Earth. The entering portals are a higher Hz and the souls that are
coming are also higher order of consciousness. Your change is inevitable. Enjoy your
creation because you are now one of the most important times in the history of your
planet earth. Stay tuned with your higher selves and know that the moment of your
transformation is now.""
“ It is vital to understand that the different Point of View regarding string theory is not
without its mistakes. Let’s say you study in institution with different matter reality and
from that point of view is correct. Yet when you open the infinite knowledge of the
quantum structure you will understand that this is only a speck of the theory. Every
reality has its own laws and so for it know that string theory is not correct for all the
aspects of existence.
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1/20/2020

Question : What is the current situation is Sweden?
Answer from the Council of Nine:
Sweden Ok we will tell you.
Dear humans, we know the big challenges that you are facing. Your planetary alignment
is very strong and took motion for the better. However, you are now in the eye of the
storm. Control is necessary to continue. Here you asked about the current situations in
Sweden. Sweden... Nation of sweet land open spaces and Norwegian tribes, Vikings
and Nomads. Know that you in this vital time will rise your ancestral knowledge of your
warrior state. Rise up nations of Swedish tribes. You will not restructure the new land of
the sick. But you will make a new land of realities of the new human. Arise. Now. Your
current government will lose control of the land because it will let loose upon your land
human plague of global agenda. Genocide is near they said. And we say genocide for
them.
All that tortured upon your grand Swedish tribe will be prosecuted into the depths of the
beginnings of consciousness. You let the like human plague to genocide and abuse your
tribes. All Norwegians, all sectors will rise up and in three years of your life you will
have miracles to come. The villages are now genocide and the land has been poisoned
from the blue haze you put upon the air. But know in the end that all your nation will
prevail your evil deed. Evil no more. Insanity in play. Evil has reason. Insanity has not.
Sweden, hold your ground much more will happen upon your land until you wake up
and rise up against the evil on your land. Control will be taken in the hand of humanity.
Your children will coordinate the new beginning and a new blue race will arise from the
ashes of the old. Hold your own. Three years from now you will see the big changes
happen for the better. Now you must rise and stand for your sovereignty. We will not
allow it to extend to complete corruption. But you must stand and rebuild your true
nation. Your new karma will be cleared and you will become a strong awake.
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In Conclusion
In December 2019 I was told from the Council Of Nine that I should not leave the
country or even invite my mother from Bulgaria to America until 2023. At the time we
were planing as a family to relocate in the next couple of years, but The Council of Nine
told me that it would not happen.
I was never given the reason why?
No matter how many times I asked why they always told me to stay put and not move.
At the beginning of January, I was given another message regarding a virus released into
the air. But at the time it was not clear what they meant. Again they never told me more
about it. So a month later when someone asked me a question of what is happening in
Sweden; this is the only time when the Council of Nine gave me more information,
however, they never told me from what country the virus will start. I know that it was
for my protection and not to panic about it. However, I know that we are always guided
and given enough information ahead of time so we can be able to survive through the
process. The Council of Nine told us that all the information will be given fractally
because the timelines are fluctuating so rapidly and so much escalation of situations that
they need to make sure of the outcome. They told me that the result is in the name of
humanity, but who, how, and when things will play out for all the changes - things will
fluctuate.
Because not everyone will be able to complete there task. So if one person or situation
fails something else will replace it. The reason is that consciousness itself is ascending
and will never allow this parasitical structure to continue. Consciousness will never selfdestruct. Humans that are not in the heart frequency structure will never be able to see or
match the new realities 5D timelines. It will eventually move to a timeline that is
artificial and in that timeline is a virus in the hologram that will self- destruct. And all of
them will go back to the beginning of the source particle to start over. They told me we
are already free but that we are now just experiencing the ascension. They also told me
that in the next few months things with the coronavirus will start to subside in the USA.
Then Europe and then Asia
( I truly do not know what that means and how will play out)
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But I know that The Council of Nine will guide us through the process.
The Council of Nine told me that the next 2 years things will escalate globally in all
structures of government, politics, and technology. One system will collapse and a new
system will replace it. Too much will be happening and a lot of challenges for people
individually.
Every one of us will have there own experience of the ascension process.
For some, it will be an easy transition finding all you need to survive the changes and for
others, it will be much challenging and destructive depending on how well you learned
your lessons and what is the Hz vibration of your conscious awareness and perception.
The best way to go through this time is to act from the heart with comparison love and
understanding of what is happening daily. Never stop having faith throughout the
challenges. Remember God You Are. Please use the knowledge of the Quantum
Structure of Manifestation that The Council of Nine gave us ahead of time. This
knowledge is needed now. Please use it. Hold your vibration and use it to the best of
your abilities through your actions to help others. This is why you are here. To help
planet earth make the shift and to be at service to the entire human race. What a great
honor for us all. Be humble, be great, be compassionate, and BE LOVE.
So to all of you, I thank you from the bottom of my heart that you put trust in me and let
me express my higher self through you. I love you.
IN THE NAME OF HUMANITY...
Marina Jacobi
THANK YOU FOR READING
If you want to learn more about me and my work, or book a session please visit my website.

www.marinajacobi.com/
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